
Upcoming Events
April 12-  Start of the
Food Drive 
April 13- ΛΑ Symposium
April 16- ΛΑ Meeting
April 30- ΛΑ Meeting
May 3- ΛΑ &
Anthropology Club Mixer
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A New Tradition

A new tradition of Lambda Alpha monthly newsletters
started by Dr. Moore-Jansen. These news letters will be
updates on our chapters activities, information regarding
the anthropology department here at Wichita State
University. In future issues we hope to have sections on our
students and faculties research, as well as what is going on
in anthropology today.
 
 
 

Written by Lissette Varela 
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Graduate Student Spotlight
BY JUSTINE ELY

 

My current research focuses on the degradation of cotton textiles. Approximately 90% of
forensic cases are found with clothing on or near the body. My study aims to understand how
clothing specifically t-shirts can affect the human decomposition process by understanding
how clothing decomposes on it own, away from human remains. The t-shirts were maintained
in two subsets to facilitate the study of two continuous seasonally based phases of
observation (winter and summer) in an effort to measure any potential changes in the fabric
released to exposure in terms of temperature, precipitation and time. The winter set of shirts
were decomposed down to the seams with a small amount of shirt after nine months of
exposure. The summer set of shirts were decomposed down to the seams only after only four
months. My findings thus far show that much like human remains, clothing decomposes
faster in warmer months and slower in the cooler months.

S TUDENT  RESEARCH

My name is Justine M. Ely and I studied Evolutionary Anthropology at the University of
Michigan where I earned my Bachelors degree in 2015. Currently I am a 3rd year graduate
student here at WSU. I am the student director of Skeleton Acres Research Facility (SARF) and
the Biological Anthropology Lab (BAL). I maintain the property at SARF and aid fellow students
in setting up and working on their research projects. In the BAL I maintain the lab and its
instruments, work on various projects with Dr. Moore-Jansen and assist with fellow students
projects. I also spend my time working as the BAL Forensic Team Leader, assisting Dr. Moore-
Jansen on any forensic case the BAL is asked to consult on. During my time at WSU I have
assisted on approximately 12 human cases, 2 field searches, and many faunal cases. I will be
graduating in May 2019 and have been accepted into the Accelerated Nursing Program at WSU
which starts summer 2019. Upon graduating with my BSN, I plan on pursuing a career as a
Forensic Nurse.
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A Journey Around
The World
BY GRACIE TOLLEY

      To many young academics, museums are the first
place where they are introduced to anthropology.
Museums are a gateway to knowledge about the world
and the people that inhabit it. Within Anthropology,
they play a critical role as they are a place for
research and the study of specific collections.
Anthropology museum’s collections are the physical
representation of fieldwork. Wichita State’s own
Lowell D. Holmes Museum of Anthropology is a fine
example of this. Through privately funded fieldwork,
the museum's collection has doubled during the early
21st century. The Holmes’s Asmat Highlands New
Guinea collection is the second biggest in the world.
 
      The Holmes is divided into two galleries: the Oliver
and Jackman gallery. The Oliver hosts an exhibit
showcasing a selection of the Asmat collection. Since
2006, the Jackman featured an exhibit highlighting
southwest American culture viewed through
traditional art and craft
 
      This semester’s Museum Exhibitions class is
currently renovating the Jackman gallery so that a new
exhibit titled “Journey Around The World” can be
installed. This is one of the largest exhibitions that the
Holmes has ever produced, and presents items from
over 15 countries. Many of these objects have never
been on display before.
 
      The staff of the Holmes and myself invite you to
join us for the galleries reopening to the public on
April 29th. There will be a reception from 2:00 to 5:00
PM held outside of the museum in Neff Hall. Also that
day, the photo exhibit “Reimagining Aleppo through
Peace and Pain" by Dr. Jens Kreinath and Rachelle
Meinecke is set to open that day as well.
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Biological graduate
student & museum

registrar, Claire
Weatherall, got her thesis
proposal accepted by her
council last month. This

month, she plans on
traveling to Tennessee to
collect scapula data for

her project.

Seniors archaeology majors Cambria
Haley and Jeremiah Perkins gave a

presentation about terrestrial
scanning at the Flint Hills

Archaeological Conference. Lambda Alpha's new table cloth was
delivered earlier last month. Secretary
Moss posed with it at Lambda Alpha's

raffle fundraiser.

WHAT DID OUR MEMBERS
 DO THIS MONTH?

Photo provided by Wichita
State University


